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Episode 26: loud Services: the path to the right cloud strategy 

In this episode of #ConnectLife - the A1 podcast, it's all about clouds. They provide storage space, 
save time and money. Today we take a deeper look into these virtual clouds. To understand how 
they work. And to clarify why hybrid IT provides stability and security. We also talk about access to 
private and public IT infrastructures, servers, data storage and applications. And we ask why so many 
companies have opted for a cloud solution in the pandemic. Martina Hammer's guests are Andrea 
Josic and Thomas Lepuschitz, cloud experts at A1. 

 

Episode 25: Bytes, Bits and Farm: Smart Farming 

Robots that muck out stalls, sensors on cows and smart grapes - many farmers are living further into 
the future than we think. Smart farming is the magic word. More and more farms in Austria are 
making use of digitization. Presenter Martina Hammer took a look at the opportunities and 
possibilities that digitization offers Austria's (wine) farmers at Christian Fasching's Innovation Farm in 
Raumberg-Gumpenstein. Andreas Wickhoff, Managing Director and Master of Wine, then gives us an 
insight into the holistically digitized system at the Bründlmayer Winery. The certified organic family 
business from Langenlois relies on networked vineyards, sensors that warn of late frost, a smart wine 
cellar and worldwide distribution. 

 

Episode 24: Hardware Talk: Samsung Galaxy S22/S22+/S22 Ultra 

In this edition of #ConnectLife - the podcast from A1 we have a special for you. Felix and Wolfi from 
A1 Hardware Talk are guests in the podcast studio with Martina Hammer. The two are A1 employees 
and regularly take a look at the latest smartphones on the market in their Hardware Talks. They test 
them, evaluate and compare them. In the current episode (available on Facebook from March 1), 
they take a close look at the new Samsung Galaxy models, the S22, S22+ and S22 Ultra - specifically: 
what they can do, how they feel and whether they are worth the money. 

 

Episode 23: What does a Data Scientist do at A1? 

In this episode of #ConnectLife - the A1 podcast, we take you on a job shadowing. We look over the 
shoulder of Data Scientist Bellinda Akwa-Asare at her work. You'll learn what Bellinda's workday is 
like, what projects she works on, and how she got from journalism and marketing to statistics. The 
Data Scientist is the "sexiest job of the 21st century," according to the Harvard Business Review. We 
clarify why Data Scientists should also be good communicators and presenters, and why this job 
requires creativity and an inquiring mind. Want to help shape A1's analytic architecture and create 
value from data? Click here for the open positions. 
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Episode 22: Digitalization in (Ski) Sports - Descent into the Future 

Getting the slope status on your cell phone via app, tracking downhill runs, networked ski goggles 
that provide real-time snow and slope information, displaying the waiting time at the lift, recording 
the route to the next hut and calculating calorie consumption. This is the winter sport of the future. 
This episode of #ConnectLife - the A1 podcast - is all about digitalization in sports. ÖSV Sports 
Director Toni Giger reveals how sensors and data help Austrian athletes get the last hundredths of a 
second. Selene Horner, Head of Hub IoT & Smart Services at A1 then dives into the A1 IoT platform 
with us. Selene explains how companies can benefit from the platform and why it is the ideal 
playground for networking, idea generation and digital solutions. 

 

Episode 21: Cybersecurity: all about hacker attacks and how to protect yourself 

Cybercrime threatens us all. This may sound exaggerated to some, but the figures speak for 
themselves: almost 36,000 cases were registered in the previous year, according to the Ministry of 
the Interior's Cybercrime Report. In 2010, there were only 4,000 cases. People spy, cheat and 
blackmail on the Internet. How can private users protect themselves? And what should you do if you 
become a victim of cybercriminals? Host Martina Hammer clarifies this with her guests: Richard 
Malovic - CEO and Founder of Whalebone, a cyber security provider and member of the A1 Start Up 
Campus, and with A1 CCO Natascha Kantauer-Gansch.  

 

Episode 20: New Work: How an idea became a festival, Part 2/2 

Mobile working, home office, self-determined, self-organized and meaningful work - all this is New 
Work and has been practiced at A1 for some time. In 2021, the "New Work Festival" was launched. 
At the festival, New Work at A1 was jointly designed and made tangible. The focus was on learning 
new collaboration methods and inspiration from external impulses. Martina Hammer talks about this 
festival and how companies can measure the benefits of New Work with her guests, Fred Mahringer, 
Head of Human Resources at A1, and Gwendolin Eberhart, Executive Assistant at A1 and organizer of 
the New Work Festival. 

 

Episode 20: New Work: The future is hybrid, Part 1/2 

New Work is being implemented in more and more companies in Austria. Corona was a booster, but 
not the cause. Many companies have recognized that they have to change if they want to help shape 
the future and attract the best minds. What are the benefits of New Work? And what is New Work 
definitely not? Because there's a lot to talk about and clarify on this topic, we've split this episode of 
#ConnectLife - the podcast from A1 into two parts for you. 

In Part 1, Martina Hammer talks to Anne Michels, COO at Microsoft Austria. She explains the 
phenomenon of the hybrid work paradox that many companies are currently experiencing, she talks 
about her own experiences, the advantages of home office and why we urgently need to exchange 
ideas with colleagues. 
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Episode 19: New Space: This is how interconnected our outer space is 

In this episode, we take you into space. Hundreds of millions of people use technologies and services 
from space every day, consciously or unconsciously. Navigation systems, weather forecasts, 
television, global communication and much more. We want to know how digitized and connected 
space already is.  And how do we feel or what does this bring to countries like Austria? Our guests 
are Hermann Ludwig Moeller from the European Space Agency ESA and Gerald Lobe from the Earth 
Station Aflenz.  

 

Episode 18: Crisis management through digitization and education with BM Martin Kocher and A1 
Group CEO Thomas Arnoldner 

In this episode of #ConnectLife - the A1 podcast, we take a closer look at the potential and 
opportunities of digitalization. How digital transformation can help companies not only cope better 
with crises, but even emerge stronger from them. Martina Hammer talks about this with her guests: 
Federal Minister of Labor Martin Kocher and A1 Group CEO Thomas Arnoldner. You'll learn which 
boosters companies need right now and which digital transformations have come to stay. 

 

Episode 17: IoT solutions - from smart farming to bank branches of the future 

IoT - The Internet of Things - whether in medicine, transport, construction, banking - even in 
agriculture, IoT solutions are being worked on almost everywhere. In this episode of #ConnectLife - 
the A1 podcast - you can find out what is already possible with IoT today and what hurdles the 
technology of the future is currently still facing. Martina Hammer's guests are A1 CEO Marcus 
Grausam, A1 CCO Enterprise Martin Resel, Gottfried Pessl, CEO of Pessl Instruments and Udo 
Dettelbacher, Director of Sparkasse Oberösterreich. 

 

Episode 16: The A1 Hardware Talk to listen to: Galaxy Z Fold 3 and Z Flip 3  

The future of the smartphone is foldable? At least if Samsung has its way. In this edition of 
#ConnectLife – the podcast by A1, you can listen to the popular A1 Hardware Talk.  

Martina Hammer takes a closer look at Samsung's two Foldables, the Galaxy Z Fold 3 and the Z Flip 3, 
with Hardware Talkers Felix and Wolfi. Who are Foldables suitable for? And what are the advantages 
and disadvantages?  

 

Episode 15: With digital squirrels and foxes to (learning) success 

In this episode of #ConnectLife – the podcast by A1, we introduce you to two digital companions for 
the start of the new school year. Theresa Stingeder from Lernapp eSquirrel and David Schalkhammer, 
founder of the school messenger SchoolFox, explain what this has to do with squirrels and foxes. 
Both are successful startups that have found their place at A1 Start Up Campus. Mario Mayerthaler, 
Head of A1 Start Up Campus, tells us what it takes for a start-up to become a success story. 
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Episode 14: Into the net: the journey from the top of the church steeple to the center of the earth 

Have you ever wondered how your cell phone works, how a cellular network works? Why cell phone 
towers are located where they are? And how you can warn of an earthquake with mobile 
communications? Martina Hammer explains all this today with her guests, Michael Jaworsky and 
Jürgen Strasser – network experts at A1 – and seismologist Erik Grafendorfer. We can already reveal 
one thing: Making phone calls isn't all that complicated, even at 3,000 meters above sea level. 

 

Episode 13: Customer Centricity: how customers become loyal customers 

In this episode of #ConnectLife – the podcast by A1, we talk about Customer Centricity. Martina 
Hammer and her guests Natascha Kantauer-Gansch, Chief Customer Officer Consumer at A1, and 
Cordula Cerha, Assistant Professor at the Institute for Retailing and Data Science at the Vienna 
University of Economics and Business, explore the question of why service should always be an issue, 
not just when something has gone wrong and contact with the customer is not over after the 
purchase. Also: how companies should deal with feedback, having the right service ready at the right 
time (cell phone signature in A1 stores) and the advantages of algorithms when searching for llama 
cups. 

 

Episode 12: "Smartphone: How early is actually too early?" 

This episode of #ConnectLife - the podcast by A1 is about the right age for smartphones, tablets and 
computer games. Martina Hammer explores the question with her guests, neurobiologist and book 
author Bernd Hufnagl and Barbara Buchegger from the Saferinternet.at platform, "How early is 
actually too early?" There will also be tips on how parents can get their children to use a smartphone 
sensibly and why parents should critically question their own smartphone use. 

 

Episode 11: YouTube star Rafael "Veni" Eisler: "eSports and gaming connects" 
 
This episode of #ConnectLife – the podcast by A1 is all about gaming and eSports. Studies and 
surveys show that gaming has become a mass phenomenon in Austria. Streamer, Youtuber and host 
Rebecca Raschun, also known as JustBecci, talks to her guests Irina Kuntze, manager of the A1 
eSports League, and Rafael Eisler, the well-known YouTuber and streamer "Veni," about the 
fascination of gaming, influencer bubbles and why even professional gamers sometimes go too fast. 
 

 

Episode10: Diversity – Ali Mahlodji: "Companies must reflect the diversity of the world" 
 
From school dropout to international entrepreneur and courage maker of the Global Generation. In 
this episode of #ConnectLife - the podcast by A1, Ali Mahlodji and Verena Binder-Krieglstein, Head of 
Employee Experience at A1, are our guests. Martina Hammer talks to them about diversity in 
companies, pigeonholing and how important it is to have people who believe in you. 
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Episode 9: The digitalized school 4.0 
 
Learning has changed fundamentally in recent years. Digital schools have not only arrived in Austria 
since Covid-19 and Distance Learning. In this episode, you can hear what opportunities digitalization 
offers schools, students and parents, and what solutions A1 has to offer. Martina Hammer talks with 
her guests Andrea Mayr-Stalder from the Children's Office at the University of Vienna and Peter Kriz 
from A1 about digital tools that are more than just games or entertainment media. 
 

 

 
Episode 8: Cybercrime and cybersecurity: why companies should get hacked 
 
Aron Molnar is one of Europe's best hackers. With just a few clicks, he could unleash chaos. But he 
doesn't. Aron prefers to work as a Security Specialist at A1 Digital. In this episode of #ConnectLife - 
the A1 podcast - you can find out exactly what he does here and why you should never give away 
your password, even for a lot of chocolate. Plus: School's over - now what? Martina Hammer talks to 
Julia and Talha about entry-level opportunities at A1, how to combine studying and working, and 
what the A1 Trainee Program is all about.  
 

 

Episode 7: Everything in motion: Motion analysis & extreme triathlon 
 
In this episode of #ConnectLife - the podcast by A1, we clarify the difference between motion 
analytics and GPS data. Martina Hammer talks to Mario Mayerthaler, CEO of Invenium about motion 
analytics and why they can make companies more successful. Stefan Amon, Director Residential 
Sales at A1 and extreme triathlete, takes us (mentally) into his Pain Cave and Heimo Maieritsch, City 
Manager of Graz, reveals how A1 Mobility Insights has beautified the cityscape. 
 

 

Episode 6: Reduce - Reuse - Recycle: Digitization & Climate Protection 
 
Digitization and climate protection – how do they fit together? We find out in this episode of 
#ConnectLife - the podcast by A1. Martina Hammer talks to Marcus Wadsak, ORF chief 
meteorologist, climate expert and book author about the gamechanger mobility and why the 
Austrian record low temperature of minus 37.4 degrees in 1905 remains untouched. Raffaela Ortner, 
Head of Group ESG Strategy, explains how cell phone users can become environmentalists. 
 

 

Episode 5: IoT - Internet of Things 
 
The refrigerator that makes sure the milk doesn't run out, the toothbrush that tells me where I 
haven't brushed yet, the coffee machine that turns itself on, and the smart heater that helps me save 
energy. You already know where Martina Hammer is taking you in this episode of #ConnectLife - the 
podcast by A1? EXACTLY: Welcome to IoT - the Internet of Things. Our guests: Nicole Berkmann, 
spokesperson for Spar Austria, and Judith Pertl, Head of Digital Solutions & Platforms at A1 Digital. 
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Episode 4: New Work - New Life? 
 
In this episode, we dive into the topic of "New Work". How does it become more than just home 
office, video calls and self-management? Martina Hammer talks to Fred Mahringer, head of HR at A1, 
and Bardia Monshi, work psychologist, about the search for meaning, agile working, developing 
potential, trust and after-work online cocktails. 
 

 

Episode 3: Apprenticeship at A1. Nico and Emilija on their professions with a future. 
  
E-commerce merchant and electronics technician - both are apprenticeships at A1. What do you do 
there? What do you have to be able to do? What was the job interview like, even in the days of 
Corona? And what other apprenticeships are there at A1? You can find out all this and more from 
Nico and Emilija. They are apprentices at A1 and are guests on this episode of #ConnectLife - the 
podcast by A1. You'll also hear from Britta Schindler, Head of People & Change at A1, about the 
benefits A1 offers its apprentices and the fact that you learn professions that have a future here. 
Have fun! 
 

 

Episode 2: The 5Gigernet is here and can save lives 
  
In this episode of #ConnectLife - the podcast by A1, we dive into 5G, the mobile high-speed Internet. 
How will 5G change our lives? Will most of us even feel it? If so, where and how? And what's the 
truth behind the many 5G myths floating around the web? We'll clear all that up in this episode. 
Right at the start, you'll find out where high-speed Internet really makes sense and where it can even 
save lives. 
 

 

Episode 1: What does digitization have to do with oxygen? 
 
 In the pilot episode of #ConnectLife - the podcast by A1, we welcome four guests whose lives have 
been simplified by digitization. In this episode, you'll find out how it works, why digitization has 
become indispensable, and what digitization has to do with oxygen. 
 


